Coal Exploration Session
have been used for ~cveral ~ears in thinner seams in the United Kingdom failed due to noise t rom multimoded propagation in this ~earn . An image of the fault was obtained by using an inversion technique referred to as virtual reflector imaging (VRI). The inversion yields a simultaneous solution for group velocity, phase velocity. reflector intercept, and reflector slope. The forward model is based on the complex sum algorithm of Mason et al (1980 Mason et al ( . p. 1181 . Reflector locations computed using VRl in this scam are within 10 ft of the known location of the fault. 
Seam

C1.5
Seam waves have been used extensively in Europe for coal mine planning. but the techniques have not been applied in the eastern United States. For the purpose of determining the suitability of these methods to determining coal continuity in the eastern U.S .. '>Cam wave propagation characteristics were measured in the Lower Freeport coal of eastern Ohio. The tests were conducted between two perpendicular underground entries. The source-geophone distances ranged from 72 to lH3 m. Triaxial geophones were set into holes in the coal and seismic waves were generated with a sliding steel bar.
The Love-type fundamental mode was the most prominent seam wave feature observed. The Airy phase had a frequency of 350Hz and propagated at 510 m/ sec.
The data were analyzed by Dziewonski 's method . The comparison of this analysis with theoretical dispersion curves gave a wave guide thickness of 1.7 m, which agreed with the actual coal thicknes'> . Rayleigh-type -.cam waves were also observed but their charactenstics were more ditlicult to determine bccau~ the signalto-noise ratio ~as poorer. C1.6 Parallel to the steadily growing interest in in-seam seismic surveys for coal pro~pccting. it is necessary to extend and improve existing processing ~teps continuously . Up to now . in transmission surveyl'l only the observation of the Airy phase a~ an indication of unfauhed ~earns wa~ con-.idercd. Howe\er. attempts are being made to U!\C the whole di!\persion curve. i.e .. also the low frequcnl:) part. for interpretation purpose!\. rrom ob~rved seam-" ave data. an improved dillpersion curve can be obtained by stacking the curve~ of !\Cveral single trace!\.
Exact knowledge of the dispersion curve i~ also an important prerequisite for succcs~ful recompre~sion of dispersive ~cam wa\e~. In the case of reflection surveys. the aim of recompression i~ to replace the disper!\ivc wave train ~ith a simple and uniform wa\ckt ~hich enable~ the !>Ub~quent stacking of smgle traces without having to form envelopes. or which at least improves~ envelope method if still necessary . This is also the aim of another method based on correlation of traces with a signal similar to the Airy phase . In both cases higher resolution and an improved . _ nat-to-noise ratio are achieved. The methods mentioned are : cussed on the basis of several data examples. . !h~ U!\~ of h~g~-resolution sei.smic surveys has been extremely ettccttve m dchmng the geolog1c structure and stratigraphy of a de, eloped coal property located within the Wasatch Plateau coal ticld. Emery County. Utah. The coal property, which is the East \1ountain property owned by Utah Power & Light Co., contains 5 underground coal mines that collectively produce about 4 million ton' of coal annually .
High-Resolution
High-resolution ~ci!\mic surveys were conducted in 1980 and 1% I tn define the geologic structure in areas where data collected h) ge(,log1c mapping and drilling resulted in questionable~ t<~t lo n-, regarding the geologic -.tructure . These surveys produced dut:t \\ lHch allowed detailed identification of the geoloaic ltnlc· tu1 c. ~·ontinuit) and thickncs., trends of the coal seams present, and lncatton of fluvial channel sandstones superimpoled on these coal 'e~tlll!> . 
